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Chapter 1 : Marketing Excellence Awards Malaysia â€“ Just another Marketing Excellence Awards site
We are experts in results driven performance media across both traditional and digital media. We pride ourselves on
delivering tailor made solutions for our clients through a range of services that are second to none.

Submit Thanks for submitting! The evolution of internet communication is trickier than other traditional
channels. As the years passed, there came new and different ways to reach audience online: This ecosystem
appears strange and complex to a newcomer. As we were founded by specialists with more than 10 years of
experience in digital marketing, we can offer a wide range of services to help with your digital strategy
dilemmas. On the other hand, we can also dive into traditional solutions if the situation calls for it. Most
importantly, we make sure to talk clearly and not bore the client with technicalities of the trade. We assist you
in planning out the best strategy. Thanks to our experience, we know what works best and where, so you can
get the maximum return on your investment in advertising. If you do, do you think it needs an update? We can
help you in any of both cases. The website is the setting stone for any communication to be established with
your target audience. We aid you and your website in turning prospects into buyers. These visits can transform
into sales or an increase in brand awareness. Here at Excellence Advertising, we optimize your page to get you
a high ranking spot on search engines. Let us assist you in communicating your message to boost sales and
keep them notified on new updates. You already have the website, now you can contact your clients and
prospects via social media. We can also better the perception of your online image by generating alluring
content, as well as keeping tabs on questions and petitions your audience may express on Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter and other platforms. We can help you with that as well, our team of developers has tried
experience in app creation, both for Android and for iOS. Your audience will have access to your message and
content in an environment designed for mobility and adapted to touchscreens. We take care of planning out the
bid, coordinating the startup, supervising the implementation and measuring the results. Programmatic buying
makes this possible thanks to the advanced technology of the platforms used to buy ad space. We at
Excellence Advertising have vast experience regarding these platforms and the execution of programmatic
campaigns. Excellence Advertising can help you monetize your content. We can take you to the next level.
Our team of developers can advise you so our direct campaigns and our monetization sources can reach your
app directly. Contact us to receive advice, our specialists can give you a projection of expected gain and help
on how to implement. Layers Your attention is focused on those floating formats which contain videos,
animations, user interaction, etc.? Contact us to find out how you can use this on your site and get familiar
with it.
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Chapter 2 : Advertising Excellence by Courtland L. BovÃ©e
Advertising Excellence is a South Florida full-service ad agency without the ad agency price. We don't require a retainer
and if you only want business cards designed that's fine too! We also work with clients that want us to handle all of their
marketing and advertising needs on an ongoing basis.

History[ edit ] The awards, founded by Wallace A. Ross in , are named for the Greek goddess Clio , the
mythological Muse known as "the proclaimer, glorifier and celebrator of history, great deeds and
accomplishments". Each winner received a gold Georg Olden â€”designed statuette. The competition was
expanded to include work on international television and movies in , and then radio ads, in the United States,
in Print advertising in ; International Print advertising in ; International Radio advertising in ; U. Packaging
design in ; International Packaging design; and U. Specialty advertising in Cable advertising in The event did
not start on time; in fact, people stood around drinking, schmoozing, and trading rumors about Evans and the
Clio organization for more than two hours. Finally, the lights dimmed and the band started playing. A man
walked up to the microphone and began to speak. He identified himself as the caterer and announced that the
master of ceremonies was a no-show, but that he would give it a shot. It started out well but, after being
informed that there was no script and no winners list, he gave up and walked off. A second man walked
onstage and began talking, but he was not a polished speaker and it was obvious that we he was inebriated.
Print ads were the first awards; transparencies of the winning entries were displayed. As each image appeared
on screen, the owner of the work was asked to come to the stage, pick up their Clio, and identify themselves
and their agency. When the last award in the category was dispensed, the band began playing an interlude and
the emcee began singing. The audience began booing and throwing dinner rolls, and the man staggered
offstage. Several minutes passed, but no one took his place. As the people began to leave, one man mounted
the stage, strode to the table of remaining statuettes, snatched one up, and waved it as he left the stage. Two
other individuals claimed their own awards; then suddenly, the stage was stampeded by advertising
executives, intent on the Clios that remained. Ratny reorganized the event as the New Clio Awards, and
combined what had previously been two events into a single presentation, which was delayed from June until
September Advertising Age magazine reported 6, entries, less than one quarter of the total. As a concession to
the winners who had not yet received the trophies, their entry fee was waived. The award show at the Lincoln
Center for the Performing Arts drew 1,, while only paid for the show at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel , [4] which
was hosted by Tony Randall. A total of 86 awards in 73 categories were handed out. Another Chicagoan,
James M. Smyth a former film editor, put up the money and became sole owner of the Clio Awards. Together
they have been credited with reestablishing Clio as a best-in-class creative program. In , Nicole Purcell was
promoted to President. The judging session took place in Malta, and the session will take place in Tenerife,
Spain. Juries then determine whether a work deserves to be included on the Shortlist, or receive a Bronze,
Silver, or Gold medal. One work in each media type may be awarded the Grand Clio, the highest honor.
Nearly two-thirds of the submissions came from outside the United States.
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Chapter 3 : Full Service Advertising Agency, South Florida Ad Agency
Advertising Excellence was founded in by Steve foreman and has now grown to an impressive team of 20 knowledgable
and friendly media specialists. We are a rapidly expanding media agency with our head office in gravesend and satellite
offices in London, Manchester and Brighton.

Course Overview Course Overview: Marketing Excellence Management guru Peter Drucker once said there
are only two functions or departments in a company that make money â€” every other function or department
just costs money. The two functions that make money are innovation and marketing. Innovation brings new
products and services to birth. But Marketing brings products to the customers which will result in revenues
and profits. In this course, we will deal with the essential body of knowledge of marketing. This includes
market research, consumer behavior, B2B marketing, marketing policy and branding. Market research
provides you with all the necessary information about your market and your potential customers. Only if you
know who your potential buyers are, you can approach them accordingly. When individuals or households are
your customers, you should have in-depth knowledge about consumer psychology. If you know about the
thoughts and emotions your customers have, it is easier for you to raise interest for your product or service.
When your customers are other businesses, a completely different approach is necessary as you have to deal
with buying centers. You will learn all the essentials of business-to-business marketing. After you have set
these foundations, you can now actually plan your marketing activities. There are a lot of decisions to be made
concerning your product, its pricing, how to promote it and where to place it. You will learn your options and
how to select the right ones. Finally, we will deal with branding. Branding is the process of building a brand.
Apple, Coca-Cola, Google, or Mercedes are very famous and valuable brands. Customers prefer brands they
know and trust over generic or second-rate products and services. We will cover the whole branding process in
the course. You see, marketing raises a lot of questions you need profound knowledge and skills for. Bringing
your products and services to the customer is a challenging endeavor.
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Advertising Excellence has 24 ratings and 1 review. This principles of advertising text blends the creativity of advertising
with solid coverage of theor.

The people supporting your brand "; document. We are a rapidly expanding media agency with our head office
in gravesend and satellite offices in London, Manchester and Brighton. Since its inception, the goal of
Advertising Excellence has been to help build the brands that people love. He has grown the business over the
past 2 decades to be one of the leading independent media agencies in the UK. Steve loves a deal and has
taken equity positions in 15 other businesses ranging from UK and Overseas property, renewable energy,
online dating, will writing, fashion and gambling. He is proud of his relationships with his team, clients and
suppliers alike. Previously an ad manager at News UK, and before that an account manager for Northcliffe
Newspapers, part of the Daily Mail Group, James excels at press planning, negotiating, and buying. Press is
not his only forte though, TV, online, outdoor and Radio are all areas he deals with extensively! When it
comes to getting the best rates he is your man! Jason Baker Consultant Jason has worked in media for over 17
years and brings with him a wealth of knowledge and experience across all disciplines. From Emap, he joined
Conversant then ValueClick , responsible for building the cross channel customer acquisition product. His
consulting work saw him advising agencies such as Starcom, as well as building his own successful business.
Jason is extremely passionate about business and looks to leverage his entrepreneurial spirit, knowledge, and
drive in this new challenge with Advertising Excellence. Dealing with very well-known brands including,
Atlas Copco, MOOG, Valsteam, FLIR, and Schaeffer, to name a few, he specialises in educating the
manufacturing sectors within the digital environment, to help grow and foster lead generation within a very
competitive industry. Dan Hudson Account Director Dan has worked within media and lead generation for 12
years now mainly specialising in financial products. Having run his own call centre for two years Dan is now
looking to service his clients through the Advertising Excellence brand. Dan has two boys and is an avid
Liverpool supporter. Having worked with Steve Foreman for a number of years as a freelancer, he joined
Advertising Excellence Ltd in as Creative Director. Allan is seen as an expert within the field of direct
marketing, having continually smashed his sales and marketing targets across traditional and digital channels
with multi-million pound budgets. His experience across all direct marketing channels is being used to help
clients achieve their goals. Allan is a father of two, lives near Chester and spends most weekends on the lovely
island of Anglesey! Connor Foreman Media Account Manager Connor joined Advertising Excellence back in
September and has established himself as a key member of the team. He has built a strong knowledge of the
industry across all sectors and is always happy to help with any questions. Connor enjoys making new
relationships with suppliers and clients alike. Through the years Connor has built a very good relationship
with the media companies, dealing with them day in day out â€” he is able to access some of the best rates in
the industry. Jack Cottrell Business Development Executive Jack joined Advertising Excellence back in
September with no background of working within the media industry. However, since that time he has become
a self-proclaimed media expert, top performing salesman, and Twitter addict. Nevertheless, in the small time
Jack has spent with us he has built a great knowledge of the industry and its many different sectors be it Press,
Radio, TV, Digital or Lead Generation. He is tasked with bringing in new clients, and managing the many
relationships that Advertising Excellence has that enable us to give our clients the best rates, and innovative
ideas when it comes to media buying. I have extensive knowledge of working with businesses of all sizes and
sectors on a local, regional and national scale. Organising, planning and creating tailored advertising
campaigns along with understanding consumer behaviour and targeted ad placing has been key. Gibby has
over 20yrs experience of being a media owner, agency side and supplier Gibby has a consultative approach
that helps get the best results, seeking to become entrenched in your business as a true partner, always
improving practice and driving response and increasing RIO. Her day to day responsibilities include the
general running of the office, and overseeing all aspects of the accounts department with her fingers in many
pies Outside of work Cheryl loves to spend time with her 2 granddaughters but her passion is to travel to
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America mainly to California where she loves the life style and hopes to take her family there one day. Since
being here she has turned her hand to many different job roles including Account Management, before she
settled on accounts and in particular Payroll and Management Accounts. Having tried both sides of the
agency, Sales v Admin, she found she had a love for numbers and enjoys the diversity that accounts can bring.
Lynsey now only works part time, and spends most of her day with her 2 beautiful but crazy daughters. Lauren
Baker Accounts Assistant Lauren joined Advertising Excellence in October and has already become a
valuable member of the accounts team. Before Lauren started, she had no previous experience working in an
office nor working in the accounts department as she was a true horsey girl. Lauren enjoys the atmosphere and
the enthusiasm of working in an advertising agency and can see herself being part of the team for many years.
By continuing to explore our site we assume that this is okay with you.
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Chapter 5 : Advertising Excellence - Full Service Ad Agency - South Florida Ad Agency
Advertising Excellence, Ann Arbor, MI. 43 likes. We work with companies to enhance their brand through promotional
products, collateral materials and.

For a relatively small fee, everyone could have a website which was similar to being listed in every phone
book in the world. Today it has been estimated that there are more web pages online than there are people in
the world. Things are more competitive now so having a beautifully designed website is no longer enough.
Now a website needs to be designed with search engine optimization built into the site from the beginning.
Read More When you are a general contractor or involved in construction you can look like just another guy
with a pickup truck and a ladder or look like a true professional. We help our clients to stand out from their
competition. Our brochure designers also created their logo, letterhead, business cards, envelopes and content
management system website. Read More Portable Lightweight Pop Up Trade Show Displays Our pop up trade
show displays are in small table tops sizes as well as 6 foot, 8 foot and 10 foot trade show displays. If you are
looking for South Florida trade show displays we will bring samples to your office today! You might be
wondering if you really need to Tweet and who would follow your tweets anyway. You may question what
Foursquare could possibly do for your business. When considering the cost to advertise on TV it is important
to consider the cost to produce the TV commercial and the cost to run the commercial on TV. We have seen
companies that offer business owners very nice generic TV commercials for all types of businesses. You never
actually own the spot and you never take possession of the Beta tape with the spot. Natalia Benda is a Fort
Lauderdale dentist and has her dental practice in a shopping plaza near the movie theater. We thought that
anyone who would travel to this theater would be willing to travel the same distance to visit this dentist. We
thought about how much fun it is to go to the dentist and mulled over ad concepts but nothing sounded
exciting or fun. In the end we just decided to just have fun with this and make her commercial look like an ad
for an upcoming movie about a super hero who is here to save your teeth. We ended the spot with a more
serious photo of our dentist so that people would realize that although we were having fun she really is a
dentist right next to the theater. One year after the movie theater advertising began hear what Dr. Benda thinks
of it now. We handle the entire process of getting your business promoted in movie theaters. We make the
movie theater commercial and we place the movie theater advertising in any cinema in the United States.
Please click for more detailed information about movie theater advertising.
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Advertising in the UK is set to be better than expected with Group M raising its growth forecast from % for to 5%,
totalling Â£bn. Advertising Excellence shared their post. Sp S on S so S red S.

When considering the cost to advertise on TV it is important to consider the cost to produce the TV
commercial and the cost to run the commercial on TV. We have seen companies that offer business owners
very nice generic TV commercials for all types of businesses. There is no project too difficult for us; we have
been working as custom web developers since We have custom developed plenty of options that might work
for you that you may not even know are possible. Find out what our experience in web development can do for
you. It was apparent to us that the people living in the primary market area of the dealership were listening to
and seeing advertisements from other dealerships. We used a combination of newspaper, radio, broadcast TV
and cable TV to increase sales.. The city of Fort Lauderdale needed shirts for their staff at a large annual event
they host. All of the staff running the event wore these red chili pepper shirts. To fit in with their theme of
spicy Cajun foods, we searched the country and found this fabric. We designed, cut, sewed, and embroidered
these one-of-a-kind shirts.. Every business that needs a new magazine advertisement, poster, logo or whatever
print design project they may need; getting the work done fast and at a fair price is critical. We can handle it
all for you, if you prefer, so that you can concentrate on running your business. As a full service advertising
agency we are under no obligation to sell a specific quota of movie theater ads each month. We are able to
give our clients an unbiased opinion about which form of advertising will be most likely to provide the best
results for each client. We love making ads to run in the cinemas but only when it is the best option to suit the
needs of a specific client. As custom app developers there are no restrictions on what we can create for you.
We offer a wide variety of graphic design services, including logos, catalogs, brochures, billboard sign design,
trade show displays, direct mail pieces, and web design. You can also take advantage of the branding solutions
we offer, such as promotional products, corporate apparel, and trade show displays. We also provide media
buying services, such as cable and broadcast television and radio commercials; and newspaper and billboard
advertisements. Do you need a new brochure, website, TV commercial, trade show display? For a new
brochure you could find a local graphic artist. For a TV commercial you could find a video production
company. For a website there are website designers on every corner. If you need a trade show display, the
internet is full of options. The problem with each of these options is that you can hire an individual to perform
these tasks for you and it is entirely up to you to decide what to say in your TV commercial, brochure or
website. What you want your trade show display or brochure to look like will be for you to tell the graphic
artist.
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The PMA Marketing and Advertising Excellence Awards recognize outstanding achievements of PMA members in
marketing and advertising their properties while providing participants practical education and networking opportunities.

HannahBlake November 6, Is the pharma industry successfully achieving marketing excellence? After
exploring this issue, Andree Bates believes the answer is probably not, especially when a recent study found
that coffee shops were better differentiated than pharmaceutical products. Therefore, one would expect that
marketing excellence is excelling in these areas, resulting in highly differentiated, customer-valued, highly
profitable brands. In a Forbes article, a survey of top executives was cited in which they were asked their
priorities in order and the results were: Missing from that list were the two basics that Peter Drucker cited i.
Marketing is critical but it is slipping down the priority list of CEOs. The fault lies not with the CEOs but with
the marketers, as many have let their brands become commodities rather than highly differentiated brands due
to poor marketing. Do you have it? Marketers are tasked with getting as much for their brand as they can, and
after the planning process is completed, they usually turn to marketing communications and advertising
agencies to help with execution. This in itself is fine, except the agenda for agencies and for the brand teams
are not always the same. They do not make campaigns based on how well this will grow the sales of the brand.
It had tested well in focus groups as well as market research, and the agency won awards for it. This evidence
looked good to the marketers but was not an appropriate or accurate analysis of the data. Other measures
marketers use are also misleading e. None of these are doing more than tracking an activity, none are telling
you what the result is in terms of market share or revenue, and surely these should be the measures. The
measures of marketing success the pharma industry are using are a major part of the problem. Unfortunately
many marketers have let their brands become commodities, rather than highly differentiated brands, due to
poor marketing. A study on various brands, including pharmaceutical ones, examined the extent of brand
commoditization. In the study mentioned, it was alarming to see that pharmaceutical brands included e. The
pharmaceutical industry marketers are doing a far worse job at differentiating their brands than coffee shops!
This is entirely avoidable with strong marketing. When brands are highly commoditized, and the perceived
product differences no longer exist or are small, then price becomes an important factor. When you understand
this, you can see how generics and biosimilars can come straight in and claim a large share of the market. In
fact, in pharmaceutical markets that have become highly commoditized, where the product itself has little
intrinsic value e. G-CSF and the epoetins , the biosimilars were able to have a highly successful uptake. On the
other hand, in other categories where the product value proposition was perceived as higher e. So with brand
differentiation within pharma being worse than that of coffee shops as per the target stakeholders, does this
suggest that we, as an industry, are achieving marketing excellence in pharma? Data alone is not enough â€” it
is what you do with the data. Everyone has a lot of data, but are their brands performing spectacularly? The
data should be analyzed in such a way that you can pull out important insights which will lead into a
successful marketing results. Structure and analyze data in such a way as to allow real insights to make
changes that produce better results. Every time we run analytics, much of the basics of what we find out about
the market, and brands, are known to the company already. However, in every case there are always a few
pieces of insight generated that are entirely unexpected and previously unseen, and it is these that provide the
real key to transforming the results. These extraordinary, surprising gems of information make all the
difference and, on occasion, highlight that an assumption upon which all the marketing was based is not
accurate. Conclusion Marketing excellence should be excellence in marketing throughout the entire process
â€” from defining the market, identifying the market segments, selecting targets, understanding the customers
and their needs and drivers, understanding your competitive advantages, developing a compelling brand
proposition and positioning to meet the needs profitably, and so on, right through to implementing the
strategy, and monitoring and reviewing the value delivered and results obtained. Marketing success, and
indeed, marketing excellence, has become a key driver of shareholder value, and is more important than ever
â€” but are you achieving it? For more information on this topic, please contact the author, Dr Andree Bates,
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at Eularis http: Do you agree that pharma, as an industry, is not achieving marketing excellence? Get our latest
news and Deep Dive Magazine Featured content.
Chapter 8 : . : ADVERTISING EXCELLENCE : . - Home
Implementing a marketing excellence program is not a casual matter, or a task for the feint-of-heart. It requires time,
commitment, and effort. But the results are so valuable, it could be the best investment you've ever made in your
business.

Chapter 9 : Marketing Excellence Awards Singapore
Don't stress, Excellence Advertising is a digital agency, we're here to offer you clear solutions so you can keep doing
what you do best: running your business.
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